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WTEON ARG 65 5.0 FNTNS
WTEON 650 A 5.0

6.5 kg

Inner Wash
Tub





    Max tilt angle on the supporting face : 1°.
    Installing machine on an unstable
    location can create noise as machine may vibrate. 
    This can be dangerous since vibrations may
    cause the machine to move.

Keep a distance of at least 10cm between the sides
and rear of your machine to the nearest wall.

Do not place your machine in an area with high 
humidity or direct exposure to sunlight or rain.

This can
Result in insulation damage
Cause deformation or discolouration of the plastic 
parts

To check whether your machine is in level open the lid 
of machine, pour water into the tub up to the level just 
above pulsator and check if the water level matches 
with steel drum holes along the periphery. 
     Trolley is not recommended. 
     If a trolley is used it should be a metallic
     trolley with four adjustable legs and
     with proper locking to avoid movement
     during function of machine.

Removal of packaging materials

Please ensure all packaging / bottom cushion to be 
removed from the machine before starting machine.

CAUTION: Operating the machine with the 
packaging may cause movement/unbalanced 
condition and can damage the machine parts.

MACHINE NOT LEVEL MACHINE LEVEL

Allow 10 cm



Connecting the Electrical plug of your washer to Wall Socket

Connect the 3-pin power cord to a properly grounded Standard
Indian 3-pin outlet.  Never plug it into an ungrounded outlet. 

If the external socket does not have grounding terminal,
 then a separate grounding is needed.

 Live and neutral terminals in Socket should not be reverse.

Burying copper plate: 

Connect the Ground Wire to a Ground Copper Plate and bury
it more than 75cm in the ground.

A Gas pipe, Telephone wire, lightening rod, Neutral, Extension cords 
without ground terminals, plastic, etc. 

Using Grounding Wire:

Connect the Ground Wire to the socket provided exclusively
for Grounding.

Using a short-circuit breaker:  

If Grounding methods described above are not possible,
a separate circuit breaker should be employed and
installed by a qualified electrician.

SEPERATE GROUNDING METHODS (ANY ONE TO BE FOLLOWED) 

Never connect ground to: 

Note: All electrical wirings or modifications should be done by a qualified electrician only.
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(min.) (min.) (min.) (min.)

15 min 
(wash +

in–built
soak)

15 min
(wash +

in–built
soak)

Energy label declaration program - ‘Strong’ - by default water will be ‘High’ for energy program. 
User can change the water level - at any other water levels, energy rating will be not  considered.





3.1 - 6.5 kg.
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Protection of Environment:
Protection of environment” is one of the core values of Godrej and we seek your co-operation to make sure 
that the product, packaging and plastic material is not disposed as unsorted municipal waste.

This symbol is known as the “Crossed-out Wheellie Bin Symbol”. It means that the product should 
not be disposed of with your general house-hold waste.

It should be disposed of only through the company’s collection points with special treatment so as 
to prevent any damage to the environment. Please call: 1800 209 5511 for applicable buy back 
arrangement or visit: www.godrejappliances.com/green-think for details about Godrej 
Appliances authorised collection points.


